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Abstract
Selective Inhibition Sintering (SIS) is a disruptive Additive Manufacturing process capable of
printing parts from polymers, metals and ceramics. In this paper the application of a commercial
piezo-electric printhead in SIS-metal is studied. This replaces the single-nozzle solenoid valve
previously used in the process and allows the fabrication of high quality metallic parts due to
smaller droplet sizes as well as high resolution printing mechanisms. A Design of Experiments
(DoE) approach has been utilized to study the effects of important factors in printing the
inhibitor. These factors include: composition of the inhibitor, quality of the print, and amount of
fluid deposited for each layer. Based on the results of these experiments, parameters have been
identified for the creation of highly accurate three-dimensional parts.

Introduction
Additive manufacturing
Additive manufacturing (AM) processes fabricate physical objects directly from 3D models and
other digital data sources through a layer by layer manufacturing process. There are many
different processes with different methods for the fabrication of each layer of the part, but all
share four common steps:
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)

The part is first modeled in a CAD software in computer
The 3D model is sliced digitally into different layers with specific thicknesses
The physical part is built layer by layer in the AM process
The part is post-processed to achieve the desired aesthetics and/or mechanical
properties

Industrial processes are looking for ways to fabricate parts with higher qualities without
sacrificing the production speed. With this end in mind, inkjet technologies present a tremendous
opportunity to AM processes due to their high resolution and high speed print abilities.
Therefore, integrating inkjet printing into a potential process can vastly increase its capabilities.

Use of inkjet printheads in AM
Inkjet printing involves depositing droplets of ink as small as 10 microns in diameter under
precise digital control. There are many different methods for generating and ejecting the droplets
out of the print-head nozzles. Most of these methods can be classified into two main categories;
continuous inkjet (CIJ) and drop-on-demand (DoD). This classification can be seen in Figure 1.
Both methods print liquid through small orifices called nozzles. In CIJ the flow of the liquid is
continuous. Conversely, DoD systems are impulsive, meaning small droplets are formed which
can be positioned separately as needed [1].
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c be used
d to print diffferent typess of materiaals such as m
metals, ceraamics,
Inkjet tecchnologies can
polymerss, and chemiical compou
unds. The on
nly requirem
ment is that thhe fluid needs to be in lliquid
form witth appropriaate rheologiccal propertiees. This cann lead to maany differennt applications of
inkjet priinting in maanufacturing. Figure 2 su
ummarizes ppossible rouutes for usingg this technoology
in manuffacturing.

Figure 2: Possible
P
routess by which ink
kjet printing c an be used to create structu
ures [1]

There is also a widee range of ap
pplications of
o inkjet techhnologies inn additive m
manufacturingg [2].
Figure 2E
2 demonstrrates Three--Dimensionaal Printing ((3DP) proceess which uuses DOD iinkjet
technolog
gy to print binder
b
onto a powder bed, fabricatinng the part laayer by layerr. Although there
are numeerous other AM
A processses that use inkjet
i
printinng, this papeer focuses oon the appliccation
of a DOD
D piezoelectrric print-heaad in Selectiv
ve Inhibitionn Sintering (SIS).
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Selectiv
ve Inhibition Sintering
g
SIS is a novel
n
AM prrocess developed by Pro
of. Behrokh K
Khoshnevis at the Univeersity of Souuthern
Californiia [3]. The core princip
ple behind SIS
S is inhib iting selecteed regions oof the powdder to
prevent sintering.
s
Fo
or fabricating
g a metallic part
p using S
SIS, a layer oof powder iss first spreadd onto
the build
d tank. An inhibitor solu
ution is then
n deposited onto selected regions oof the layer. The
inhibitor is only dep
posited on th
he boundary
y of the partt without aff
ffecting interrnal regions. The
next layeer is then sprread over th
he previous one
o and the inhibitor is deposited aggain. These steps
are repeaated until all the layers for the partt are compleeted. The paart is then bbulk sinteredd in a
furnace under
u
approp
priate atmossphere. In th
his stage, all areas of thee part will bbe sintered except
the ones treated by the
t inhibitor. Finally, thee inhibited rregions are m
manually rem
moved, reveealing
the part. An analogy would be to
o think of th
he part as if iit were insidde a sacrificiial mold. The SIS
d in Figure 3.
3
steps are summarized

Figure 3: Steps forr part fabricattion using SIS
S

metal has seeveral advan
ntages over other
o
comm
mercially avaailable metall processes, such
SIS-m
as:





The mach
hine will be much cheap
per due to thhe use of a ccommercial pprinthead innstead
of expenssive laser or electron beaam generatorrs
The proceess is faster since only the
t boundaryy of the partt needs to bee treated whhereas
in other methods,
m
the whole area inside the paart should bee scanned orr treated [2]
SIS is farr more scalaable regardin
ng the size oof the printeed parts. Biggger parts caan be
created without
w
any reeduction in the
t resolutioon of the builld
Since any
y needed su
upports are attached
a
to the “sacrificcial mold”, and not thee part
itself, the part surfacee quality is not
n affected.

SIS-Meetal Alpha
a Machine
Much ressearch has been
b
conductted on SIS over
o
the lastt decade resuulting in siggnificant proogress
for the process.
p
This is eviden
nced by thee quality off the printedd parts andd optimizatioon of
importan
nt parameterss of the SIS process [4, 5]. The SIS-metal machhine developped in the cuurrent
research is the seccond generaation of SIS-metal. Inn the previoous machinne developed by
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Yoozbash
hizadeh [6], a single Do
oD solenoid nozzle
n
with an orifice siize of 0.005”” (0.127mm) was
used for depositing the inhibitor onto powdeer layers. Duue to the lackk of control over dropleet size
and jettin
ng force, th
he penetratio
on of the drroplets into the powderr and conseqquently the layer
thicknesss were relatiively large at
a 800 micro
ons. In Figuure 4, the SIS-metal alphha machine (first
generatio
on machine) and its respective sam
mple parts arre shown. T
The alpha m
machine served as
proof-of--concept for the process for metals and
a specificaally for the faabrication off bronze partts.

Figu
ure 4: SIS-Mettal alpha macchine and som e sample partts printed usin
ng it

M
SIS-Meetal Beta Machine
In order to print high
h quality parrts, having control over droplet sizess deposited on the layerrs and
their corrresponding penetration
p
depth onto the powder bed is a neecessity. Forr this purposse the
use of a DOD high resolution inkjet
i
printh
head is needded. The moost affordable options iin the
market are
a commerccial home-usse photo priinters whichh utilize eithher Thermall or Piezoeleectric
printhead
ds. In a therm
mal printhead, a heated resistor
r
evapporates a smaall portion oof the ink forrming
an air bu
ubble which
h forces a droplet of ink
i onto thhe medium. On the othher hand, w
with a
piezoelecctric (PZT) head,
h
a signaal is sent to the
t piezo acttuators causiing them to ssqueeze and form
a droplet by pushin
ng fluid outt of an oriffice [7]. Thhe greatest advantage that makes PZT
printhead
ds the betteer choice fo
or this reseaarch is theirr higher tollerance for variances inn the
propertiees of the fluiid being prin
nted such ass viscosity, surface tenssion and dennsity. This m
makes
the calibrration of thee compositio
on of the flu
uid easier annd enables thhe use of diifferent canddidate
materialss for inhibitio
on.
The Epso
on Workforcce 30 (WF30
0), a high reesolution annd high perfoormance pieezoelectric prrinter
[8], was chosen and
d incorporatted into the SIS-metal beta machiine. This prrinthead proovides
ns and printt qualities thhat need to bbe calibratedd to meet thee SIS
different droplet sizees, resolution
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process requirements
r
s. The calibrration of thee parameterss will be disscussed in laater sections. The
WF30 prrinthead hass three rowss of nozzles with each row containning 180 noozzles. Two rows
dedicated
d to black co
olor cartridg
ges and one row is dividded into threee 60-nozzlee sections foor the
other threee color carttridges (Cyan
n, Magenta and
a Yellow)) [9].
The SIS--metal beta prototype machine
m
con
nsists of a thhree-axis mootion system
m, a piezoeleectric
printhead
d, a controlleer board, mo
otion control software annd user-interfface softwarre (Figure 5)).

Figu
ure 5: (a) SIS-Metal beta ma
achine (b) Bloock diagram oof the machinee

Calibra
ation of th
he Machinee Parametters
There aree two sets of parameterss that play key
k roles in tthe process; the compossition of the fluid
(inhibitorr) and the print
p
setting
gs. The fluid
d should bee fine-tuned such that iit is jettablee and
inhibition
n still occurrs. However, these two properties oof the fluid are at odds with each oother.
For the greatest
g
level of inhibittion to occu
ur, the fluidd should conntain a highh level of soolute.
Unfortun
nately this in
ncreases the viscosity
v
of the fluid whhich reducess its jettabilitty. Once the fluid
is fine-tu
uned, the prrint settings are importaant in calibrrating the ddepth of pennetration into the
powder bed.
b
Depth of penetrattion determiines the layyer thicknesss, which in turn affectts the
resolution
n and surfacce quality of the finished
d part.

Inhibito
or
The key componentss of the inhib
bitor solutio
on are water,, sugar, and an industriaal surfactantt. The
concentraation of sugar determinees the degreee of inhibitiion that can be achievedd. The amouunt of
water and surfactant are importaant in the jetttability of tthe solution as well as ppenetration oof the
solution into
i
the pow
wder. As wass previously mentioned, tthere is a traade-off betw
ween the degrree of
inhibition
n and the jetttability and the penetratiion of the soolution. Therrefore a seriees of experim
ments
was cond
ducted to fin
nd the optim
mum compossition of the inhibitor soolution. The properties oof the
fluid thatt play an im
mportant role in its jettab
bility are vis cosity and ssurface tensiion. Previous SIS
research provided some
s
candid
date solutio
on composittions basedd on the innhibitors easse of
penetration into the powder layeer and the degree
d
of inhhibition. Theese solutionns were testeed for
their jettability with the new prrinthead. Fo
or this purpoose their visscosities were measuredd and
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compared
d to the visccosity of the original Ep
pson ink. Th e goal was tto choose thhe solution w
with a
viscosity
y approximaately matchin
ng the ink. Figure 6 sshows the eexperimentaal setup used for
determin
ning the visco
osities of thee inhibitor so
olutions and the ink.

Figu
ure 6: AR 2000
0ex viscosity teest equipmentt

The expeerimental paarameters forr the rheomeeter were sett at a constaant temperatuure of 24 oC
C, 1%
strain, an
nd a varying
g frequency that
t
ranged from
f
1Hz- 335 Hz. The rresults for thhe original E
Epson
ink and th
he chosen in
nhibitor solu
ution are show
wn respectivvely in Tablee 1 and Tablle 2.
Table 1: Viscosity
V
test results
r
for mag
genta ink

Freequency
8Hz
10Hz
12Hz

V
Viscosity
19.3 cP
16.6 cP
16.2 cP

Table 2: Viscosity
V
test results
r
for inhiibitor solution
n

Freequency
8Hz
10Hz
12Hz

V
Viscosity
11.7 cP
12.3 cP
12.5 cP

The averrage viscositty of the inhiibitor solutio
on is 12.2 cP
P and the avverage viscosity of the E
Epson
ink was 17.4
1 cP.

Printer Settings
As mentiioned earlierr, Epson WF
F30 providees different ooptions for tthe ink dropplet sizes, quuality
and resollution of thee prints, and
d the number of nozzless engaged inn the printinng process. T
These
factors along
a
with th
he number of
o prints on
n each layerr determine the penetrattion depth oof the
inhibitor fluid into th
he powder, powder surfaace quality affter droplet ddeposition, aand print speeed.
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Before calibrating the printer settings, the powder layer thickness needed to be adjusted. The
metal powder used in this research was a fully alloyed bronze with chemical composition
presented in Table 3. The powder particle size has a distribution of 98.7% -325mesh, 1.3% 200/+325mesh as reported by the manufacturer. Thus, the layer thickness cannot theoretically be
less than the largest particle size, approximately 80 µm. For calibration of the layer thickness, the
current spreading mechanism in the machine was used to spread layers with differing
thicknesses. The minimum layer thickness that could be spread consistently was 120 microns.
This layer thickness was used in the determining the print settings. It should be noted that the SIS
process is applicable to smaller layer thicknesses. The limiting factor in the current study was the
particle size.
Table 3: Chemical Composition of the used bronze powder

Copper
Tin
Lead
Zinc
Iron
Phosphorous

90%
10.00%
0.025%
0.04%
0.058%
0.085%

A design of experiments approach was utilized here to investigate the significant and optimum
values of the print parameters. The goal was to choose the best combination of factors that gives
a depth of penetration of slightly more than 120 microns, an acceptable surface quality, and a
satisfactory print speed. Each DoE consisted of a set of small squares printed on a thick layer of
loose powder. Each square was printed with a unique combination of the controllable factors.
The factors included: printed color which determines the number of nozzles engaged, print
quality which determines the droplet sizes, and number of passes which directly affects the
penetration depth as well as the surface quality. Three different levels were considered for each
factor. The factors and their corresponding levels can be seen in Table 4.
Table 4: Important factors and their levels used in the DOE

Factor
1
2
3

Description
Color
# of Passes
Print Quality

0
Cyan
4
Text/Image

Levels
1
Magenta
7
Photo

2
Both (Blue)
10
Best Photo

The experimental design is shown in Figure7a. Table 5 shows the print factors for the first 5
squares of the experiment. After printing the squares with their assigned factors, they were bulk
sintered in the furnace. The inhibited powder in the printed areas was then removed (Figure7b).
As can be seen in the figure, the final part consists of small squares with different depths of
penetration. By measuring the depth of each square and visually comparing the surface qualities,
the settings that give the most penetration depths as well as the best surface qualities were
determined. The experiment was repeated a three times to ensure repeatability.
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Figure 7:((a) Experimen
ntal design (b)) The printed part

Table 5: Factor
F
combin
nations for the first 5 squarees

Square No.
N

Color

No.
N of Printts

Prin
nt Quality

1

Cyan (C)

10
1

Phooto (p)

2

Blue (B)

10
1

Texxt/Image (TI)

3

Blue (B)

4

Besst Photo (BP)

4

Magenta (M
M)

10
1

Besst Photo (BP)

5

Cyan (C)

4

Phooto (P)

Based on
n these exp
periments, itt was obserrved that prrinting with both colors simultaneously
(which equals
e
to an RGB value of R0, G0,, and B255) gives the ggreatest deptth of penetraation.
This resu
ults in a fasster printing
g process du
ue to less ppasses requirred for eachh layer. Figuure 8
illustrates the penetraation depth vs.
v number of
o prints for printing witth both colorrs under diffferent
f
four prints
p
with bboth colors pprovide a deppth of penetrration
print quaalities. As shown in the figure,
slightly over
o
120 microns as dessired. To choose amongg the print qqualities otheer factors suuch as
speed an
nd surface quality
q
are also
a
consideered. Table 6 summarizzes the com
mparison bettween
different print qualitties. Based on the tablle, photo quuality is sett as the prinnt quality oof the
machine..
Table 6: Comparison of diffeerent print qu
ualities

Faactors\print qualities
q

Text/Im
mage

Photo

Best P
Photo

Sp
peed

High

Med

Low

Su
urface qualitty

Low

High

High

Peenetration deepth

Low

High

Med
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Figure 8: Pen
netration deptth vs. no. of prrints for both colors with diifferent print qualities

Minimu
um featurre experim
ment
Once thee optimum parameters for the solu
ution and thhe printer w
were determ
mined, parts were
fabricated in order to
o test differeent features of
o the machiine, such as the minimum
m wall thickkness,
minimum
m hole dimen
nsions and minimum
m
gap
p sizes.
Figure 9 illustrates the
t design part fabricateed to test thee resolution of the machhine. On thee top,
there aree square holles with diffferent dimeensions whicch show thhe smallest hhole that caan be
inhibited
d. On the leeft several lines with different
d
thiccknesses aree printed thhat determinne the
smallest gap size. Finally, the sh
hapes on thee right demoonstrate the m
minimum w
wall thicknesss that
can be prrinted with th
his machine under the deefined param
meters.

Fiigure 9: Fabriicated part forr testing the rresolution of th
he machine

ures are dem
monstrated inn Table 7.
The resullts of the meeasured featu
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Table 7:
7 Feature size measuremen
nts

Featture
Gap
p size
Square Hole Side
Walll Thicknesss

Measu
urements (m
microns)
330
820
250

Conclusion
In this reesearch an ad
dditive manu
ufacturing machine
m
wass designed annd manufacttured that uttilizes
a high reesolution pieezo-electric printhead.
p
The
T developeed SIS-metaal beta machhine demonsttrates
the high potentials of the SIS process in the additivee manufactuuring field. The prelim
minary
experimeents are also
o carried ou
ut with the machine
m
to ttest and verrify its capaability in addditive
manufactturing of meetallic parts. Figure 10 reepresents so me basic paarts fabricateed with SIS-m
metal
beta macchine.

Figure 10: Ba
asic shapes fabricated with the SIS-metaal process

Future Research
The futu
ure researchees will be concentrated
c
d on the robbustness of the machinee, improving the
mechaniccal propertiees of the part such as theeir strength aand porosityy, studying tthe shrinkage and
surface quality
q
of th
he parts, and
d developin
ng slicing sooftware that can handlee complicateed 3d
shapes an
nd generate layer
l
slices specifically
s
for the SIS pprocess.
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